
	

 

                            FAQ  

COLORS® 
by DecoFloor® 

 
 

Does COLORS® Dry Back Floor comes with adhesive or should be purchased 
separately?  

Extra adhesive is required for COLORS® Dry Back Floor. Roberts brand adhesive is 
recommended for this kind of fully bonded adhesive product.  

 

 

How many sq.ft will cover the glue I spread on? 

Depending on the trowel you are using will determine the coverage of square feet 
per gallon. Please refer to the following picture to see the square footage per 
gallon by flooring type and trowel size:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Can COLORS® Dry Back Floor get wet, is it washable? 

Yes.! It can get wet, and it is washable. This product would be water resistant but 
not waterproof. Water would not damage the planks themselves, but it could 
seep through the seams if left on top for an extended period of time, possibly 
damaging the subfloor below.  

 

 



	

 
 
 
Can we buy multi colors of COLORS® Dry Back Floor so it gives it a rustic look 
and will they still attach? 
 
Multiple colors can be purchased. Any color in this style will attach to one another. 
 

 

Can I place COLORS® Dry Back Floor directly over the old tiles? 

Of course.! You can place it directly over the tiles. Clean and dry thoroughly 
beforehand. When sticking it, do not push it between the tiles joints so it looks 
"smooth". If the junctions are too depth, you should first fill them with a compound. 

 

 

Is COLORS® Dry Back Floor long lasting? 

This product is unique. Its sheet characteristic with UV protection, allows to extend 
the life of its colors, with an excellent quality. 

 

 

Which are the COLORS® Dry Back Floor advantages over other traditional 
building materials?  

Is FAST: You can easily install it, with a medium of 10 sq.ft. every 10 minutes.  

Is CLEAN: It does not produce dust, dirt or debris.   

Is SUPER LIGHT: Customers can carry up to 200 sq.ft. on a medium-sized car.   

Is GREAT VALUE: It is much cheaper by sq.ft. and does not require the intervention 
of a professional to be placed. Only glue is required. 

 

 

How should I clean COLORS® Dry Back Floor? 

It can be cleaned with a damp cloth or with any cleaning product, as long as it is 
not abrasive. 

 



	

 

 

 

Can I place any COLORS® Dry Back Floor model on any surface? 

Of course.! You can choose any model for any area you want, simply: "create 
your environment according to your personality".  

 

 

To which surfaces can I adhere COLORS® Dry Back Floor?  

After add the glue, it adheres to almost every surface: cement, plywood, old tiles. 

 

 

Who knows how to install COLORS® Dry Back Floor?  

It can be installed by anyone. Also, on the back of each box are a simple 
instructions. 

 

Which area can I cover with one box? and which are the plank measures? 

plank measures=6  X 36 in.      

Planks per box: 30 

1 box Covers= 45 sq.ft. 

 
Does COLORS® Dry Back Floor cause allergies?  

Absolutely no! COLORS® Dry Back Floor is totally antiallergenic, since its surface is 
not porous, it eliminates the possibility of dust mites and its laminate creates an 
excellent anti-fungal barrier. This product has no ink smell. 

 

Does COLORS® Dry Back Floor have a textured feel to it? Is it matte or shiny? 

 All our floor models are embossed and textured and it have a matte finish. 


